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The 4th edition of this classic text provides a thorough coverage of RF and microwave
engineering concepts, starting from fundamental principles of electrical engineering, with
applications to microwave circuits and devices of practical importance. Coverage includes
microwave network analysis, impedance matching, directional couplers and hybrids, microwave
filters, ferrite devices, noise, nonlinear effects, and the design of microwave oscillators,
amplifiers, and mixers. Material on microwave and RF systems includes wireless
communications, radar, radiometry, and radiation hazards. A large number of examples and end-
of-chapter problems test the reader's understanding of the material. The 4th edition includes
new and updated material on systems, noise, active devices and circuits, power waves,
transients, RF CMOS circuits, and more.  

About the AuthorDavid Pozar is professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at University
of Massachusetts, Amherst. He has received numerous awards both for his teaching and for his
research, including an IEEE Third Millenium award. Dr. Pozar is acknowledged as a leading
figure in Microwave and RF circuit design research.
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MIT Grad, “Excellent Theoretical Development With Associated Mathematics. Unlike many texts,
this one supplies sufficient mathematical derivation/development that a practicing engineer can
rapidly exploit the results as opposed to the "oh so fun" "This exercise is left to the reader."
case. This also helps the folks who have no hope of developing the math any further than the
initial stuff common in textbooks--even with Mathematica (et al) for help. In my case, I needed
the theoretical math for waveguide cutoff--not too hard. However, if you have some folks with
finite element simulations producing questionable results and you need something to "beat them
over the head" with because they are way off from theory, it is really helpful to have a whole
textbook to use to beat them over the head.”

deskswirl, “Strong on Foundation and Clarity. This is a good book (as other reviewers have
mentioned). I don't think it is the final word on introductory Microwave Engineering but it is
definitely up there. The main attraction for learning microwave from this book is the stark clarity.
Although I did not use it as a primary textbook it would make a great self-study. I would also
recommend Microwave Engineering by R.E. Collin and Microwave and RF Design: A System
Approach by Steer. Early editions of both of these can be had for cheap. I prefer Collin but it
requires a careful read.EDIT: I forgot to point out that I own two editions (1st and 4th) and intend
to keep both!”

Iban Barrutia, “Excellent introductory and intermediate book on mw engineering for undergrads.
Wealthy material, thorough subject treatment for this classic. Not sure if worthy to pay if you
already own 3ed...Excellent introductory and intermediate book on mw engineering for
undergrads, grads and engineers (i myself use it regularly for designs). One suggestion: Though
may not be pertinent, introductory (or in depth) material on simulation methods, ports,
deembeding, calibrations and so on( Jim Rautio and other guys from AWR, HFSS, CST,
FEKO...) would be welcome, as i usually switch back and forth between their ANs or documents
and this book when designing high freq structures... All in all a good acquisition for any serious
person in the uw world.”

Shigekazu HAYASHI, “One correction in Page 78, eq. (2.79b). This is an amazing textbook.
Although there is a potential typo in page 78 equation 2.79b. Xin(Xin + Xg) = 0 is supposed to be
Rin(Xin + Xg) = 0. Applying Xin = 0 does not satisfy that identity of the partial differential
equations with respect to the Xin.”

Dr. Terrence McGarty, “Best Text for Truly Understanding Microwave Engineering. This is a
fantastic book. Wish I had it 50 years ago! The material is vast and considered all parts of
microwave design from transmission, to antennas, to devices, to system elements. I would argue
that this is a must have for anyone in microwave engineering. The author has done a superb job



in presenting the material without taking the reader down the path of theoretic drivel. This is a
classic in engineering presentation. It balances theory with application and is as current as any
text of this type can be.”

Qiang, “Classic book for microwave engineering. Everyone in the field of RF, RFIC, mmWave IC
will find this book very useful. A must-have classic reference.”

Christopher G. Maness, “This is a great book. It has all the gory details that .... This is a great
book. It has all the gory details that you made need, or it can be skimmed for the math tools that
you need to solve problems quickly. If you do need to understand something thoroughly, the
writing is plain and clear -- easy to understand. My background is Masters level physics with a
lot of hands on practical experience in electronics.  I really liked this book.--Chris”

Zeno Kang, “Five Stars. It's very good!!”

Spyridon Gkardiakos, “Five Stars. Book in perfect condition. I'm happy I made such a good
choice !”

Ibrahim, “Five Stars. The copy is very good”

Donaustrudel, “Microwave Engineering, David M. Pozar. This is an excellent reference. I fully
recommend this book to everyone who is seriously interested in microwave engineering.”

Saúl, “Baratísimo. Necesitaba el libro para dos asignaturas de microondas. En las tiendas es
carísimo. Compré el libro pensando que me iban a estafar o algo del estilo debido a su bajo
precio. Es verdad que en las cubiertas hay como dos tiras de una cinta plateada, pero el libro en
sí está perfecto por dentro. Acierto 100%.”

The book by David M. Pozar has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 147 people have provided feedback.
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